AAIS Updates: 7 December 2020

Advanced Air Mobility Series by AAIS
In conjunction with McFly.Aero and Independent Business Group, and with the support of
Singapore Economic Development Board, AAIS organised a series of 3 webinars on
Advanced Air Mobility (AAM) between 19 November and 3 December. With speakers from
regulatory bodies, institutions and solution providers, the sessions attracted attendees from
Singapore and the international aviation, aerospace and unmanned air systems
community. View the recordings below:
Session 1 : Singapore and Advanced Air Mobility
Moderated by AAIS Panel of Expert member Robin Thevathasan, the
session included speakers from Singapore Economic Development
Board, Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore, Volocopter and the
eVTOL Research and Innovation Centre at Nanyang Technological
University.

View Webinar

Session 2: Urban Planning and Infrastructure for
Advanced Air Mobility
Moderated by Dr Ilya Khanykov, Executive Advisor at McFly.aero, the
session included speakers from the Institute for Advanced
Architecture of Catalonia, Independent Business Group, and Energy
Research Institute @ NTU.

View Webinar

Session 3: Airspace Design and Management for
Advanced Air Mobility
Moderated by Mr Kim Silander, Founder of Independent Business
Group, the session included speakers from the Civil Aviation Authority
of Singapore (CAAS), OneSky, Air Traffic Management Research
Institute (ATMRI), and Astra UTM.

View Webinar

Workplace Safety and Health Recommendations
The Government has accepted the recommendations of the International Advisory Panel for
Workplace Safety and Health (IAP) as Singapore positions its WSH strategy for a postCOVID world.
The three broad recommendations were as follows:
1. Strengthen Workplace Resilience Against Infectious Diseases: Companies
should enhance their pandemic preparedness, both now and in the longer term to
safeguard against future outbreaks, through risk management and quick response
strategies as part of their business continuity plans.
2. Enhance Workforce Mental Health Support: Employers to incorporate mental
well-being into their risk assessment frameworks, as the widespread introduction of

work-from-home arrangements has led to the blurring of work-life boundaries,
introducing additional stressors for workers.
3. Retain strong focus on traditional WSH: Singapore’s workplace major injury rate
has worsened over the past four years. More resources and deeper investigations are
recommended into the top contributor of major injuries – Slips, Trips and
Falls accidents, to understand the root causes of this growing problem.
The Ministry of Manpower (MOM), National Trades Union Congress (NTUC) and the
Singapore National Employers Federation (SNEF) have also jointly released the Tripartite
Advisory on Mental Well-being at Workplaces. For more information, please see the links
below:

IAP Recommendations 2020
(MOM)

Tripartite Mental Well-Being
Advisory (MOM)

Contributing to Safe Resumption of Air Travel
As Singapore explores the gradual reopening of its borders and moves towards the
restoration of international airlinks, AAIS would like to take stock of how members can
support. We invite you to tell us more about any resources you may have (tools, services,
products or network) that can contribute towards a safe re-opening of air travel. We
also plan to feature this in our Asia-Pacific Aviation Directory.

Submit Information

UPCOMING INDUSTRY ACTIVITIES

AAIS End of Year Virtual Networking
Dec 11, 2020
(4 PM - 5 PM)
It's finally time to bid adieu to 2020! And what a year it has
been!
AAIS members, the Singapore UAS Community and partners
are warmly invited to this end-of-year virtual networking
event! Join us as we say farewell to 2020, and look forward
to a brighter year ahead. Grab a drink, unwind, and kickstart the end-of-year festivities and spark the Christmas
mood with us! Reconnect with industry colleagues and meet
new faces, too!

Learn more

Register

Aircraft Finance and Leasing Asset Class
Development in Asia and Globally
Jan 21, 2021
(11 AM - 12 PM)
Aircraft are a crucial but capital-intensive component of the
global economy. Join our expert speaker Prof. David Yu in
this webinar on aviation and aircraft leasing and its value as
a standalone investable asset class within the larger
industry.
Discussion topics:
What is aircraft leasing and why it is important and
its development internationally
Jurisdiction review for leasing - Singapore, Ireland,
Hong Kong, onshore China
Commercial aircraft developments in China
Aircraft / airline drivers in China vs Global industry.
Differences in the pre and post COVID outlook for
aircraft finance & leasing

Learn more

Register

Geo Connect Asia 2021
Global Solutions for Asia’s Geospatial & Location
Intelligence Markets
Mar 24 & 25, 2021

Suntec Convention Ctr
Singapore

The emergence of AI, blockchain, IoT, robotics and UAVs
has created a new dynamic and platforms for the ASEAN
region to take on the challenges ahead.
To be held at Suntec Singapore, Geo Connect Asia 2021 will
be a focal point for the ASEAN geospatial industry,
combining an exhibition and range of conferences to
provide a forum for an industry . Themed “Global Solutions
for Asia’s Geospatial & Location Intelligence Markets”, Geo
Connect Asia 2021 will be Southeast Asia’s inaugural
geospatial services and location intelligence event.
Geo Connect Asia will feature the addition of industryfocused events, including Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
2021. UAV Asia 2021 will focus on the commercial
applications of drones and unmanned aerial vehicles for
specific markets where improvements in geospatial data
collection, location intelligence, and imagery will enable
enhancements in resource management and local, regional
and national decision-making.

Learn more

Register

Effective Event Investigation
Training

Fundamentals of Aerospace
Quality Management System

Date: 12 to 15 January 2021
Type: Virtual Training

Date: 25 to 27 January 2021
Type: Virtual Training

This is a modular course developed to

This course provides an introduction to

assist Maintenance Error Investigators

the Aerospace Quality Management

determine the root cause of maintenance

System (AQMS) with reference to aviation

errors within the workplace. Attendees

regulations and aerospace requirements.

will gain the ability to conduct

Best practices will be discussed and the

investigations based on Boeing's

practical implementation of a quality

Maintenance Error Decision Aid (MEDA),

management system explored. The course

which will greatly contribute to the

covers effective QMS addressing Quality

Approved Maintenance Organisations’

Escapes, Human Factors, Risks and Quality

safety and efficiency standards.

Costs and more.

Find Out More

Find Out More

AS 9100:2016 Internal
Auditor Course

Certified Quality Engineer for
Aerospace (CQEA)

Date: 28 & 29 January 2021
Type: Classroom Training

Date: From 9 March 2021
Type: Classroom Training

AS 9100 is an aerospace standard based

This course aims to equip participants

on the ISO 9001 quality system with

with a complete set of tools and

additional requirements established by

techniques for control and improvement

the aerospace industry. Aerospace

of product quality, reliability and safety. It

suppliers can gain a competitive

covers the implementation of an effective

advantage and benefit from the improved

quality control system as well as

processes and continuous improvement by

experimental design for investigation and

becoming registered to AS 9100 or by

quality improvement. The course also

conforming to the standard. Find out more

covers management planning, inspection

in this course.

and testing.

Find Out More

View All Upcoming Events | View All Training Courses

Find Out More

Explore Our New Digital Platform
Keep track of your registered events & engage with
other attendees!
• After creating an account on our CRM platform, you will
be able to login to view all the events you have registered
for.
• Join the "Event Community" and share your profile
information with other attendees. You will also be able to
view other attendees in the community and engage with
them!

Share:

